
How to profit 
from installing lEDs
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Round 1 Immediate light start instant Delayed

Round 2 Dimmable Unlimited Limited

Round 3 Contain no mercury 
or other toxins a r

focus on the kitchen 
and living room  
Based on average use, the biggest savings can 
be made by simply switching to LEDs in your 
kitchen or living room as lighting in these areas 
of your home is usually left on for a longer time.

take 5  
LED lamps quickly pay 
for themselves through 
energy savings and 
extended life. 

By simply replacing 5 
standard halogen lights 
in your kitchen today 
with LED lamps, you 
could save over €50 of 
electricity every year. 
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Carbon footprint
By doing nothing except replacing 
incandescent and halogen bulbs with 
LEDs in your home, it is possible to 
reduce your carbon footprint, by over 
1100kg per year, the equivalent of:

lED lamps are also:
K Direct replacements for existing lamps  
K Fit all common lighting fixtures  
K Are available in warm colour tones 
K Recyclable as electrical waste

Energy used to produce 
same level of brightness

power rating equivalent

lifetime
With normal use and seasonal 
variations, when will you typically 
need to buy a replacement lamp?
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Over 100 return passenger trips 
from London to Paris by Eurostar

A return flight from 
Paris to New York

Besides delivering 
greater energy 
savings and extra life, 
LEDs would knockout 
CFLs in just 3 boxing 
rounds.

An LED fitted on 
the day your child 
is born still works 
when they leave 
university.
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